Welcome

Lib4RI Training Series

- **Module 1**
  Searching Scientific Information
- **Module 2**
  Scientific Publishing: From Writing to Sharing
- **Module 3**
  Open Access & Copyright
- **Module 4**
  Literature Management with EndNote
- **Module 5**
  LaTeX for Scientific Writing
- **Module 6**
  Work on Your Own Project

Unless otherwise noted, this work is licensed under a [Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 Switzerland License](http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/ch/), which means that it can be freely copied, redistributed and adapted as long as appropriate attribution is given.
Module 1 – Searching Scientific Information

9.00 – 9.15  Introduction

9.15 – 10.30  Basic Searching

10.30 – 10.45  Break

10.45 – 12.00  Advanced Searching
Thanks for your feedback

A feedback form is enclosed in your documentation
Lib4RI – What’s that?

Library for the Research Institutes within the ETH Domain: Eawag, Empa, PSI & WSL

Federal Department of Economic Affairs, Education and Research

ETH Domain – ETH Board

Research Institutes:
- Eawag
- Empa
- PSI
- WSL
Lib4RI – What’s that?

On 1 Jan 2011 the libraries of the 4 research institutes merged into Lib4RI

Library locations:
- Eawag-Empa: Dübendorf
- PSI: Villigen
- WSL: Birmensdorf
- Web: www.lib4ri.ch
Lib4RI provides you with all kind of information and services

- Literature (electronic & print)
- Document delivery incl. interlibrary loans
- Access to various databases
- Institutional bibliography for Eawag, Empa & WSL (PSI 2019)
- Support on Open Access publishing
- Trainings
- ... and much more

also available online at www.lib4ri.ch > Services > Lib4RI-Info
Lib4RI – Figures (as of 31.12.17)

1’240’000 Full Text Downloads
86’000 Link resolver Requests
82’000 Lib4RI-Website: Pageviews

3’500 FTE staff
1’800 FTE scientists
800 PhD students

6’700 Book Loans

1’240’000 Full Text Downloads
86’000 Link resolver Requests
82’000 Lib4RI-Website: Pageviews

3’500 FTE staff
1’800 FTE scientists
800 PhD students

6’700 Book Loans

16’000 Licensed e-journals
383’000 Licensed e-books
262’000 Print Volumes
274 Print Subscriptions

CHF 3.4 Mio Expenditure Materials
CHF 1.9 Mio Expenditure Staff

Library: 16 Employees
14.1 FTEs
The Lib4RI team wishes you an interesting session!